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Mobile Offloading technique for Latency-sensitive and
Computational-intensive task

Niranjan Karunanithi
X18177727

Abstract

The idea of Mobile cloud computing is to utilise the resources of the powerful
computing nodes for the improvement of performance in resource constraint devices.
The offloading decision has been taken in various aspects of the device. In this pa-
per, the decision making engine will offload both computational intensive task and
latency sensitive task based on the device current parameters by considering differ-
ent decision factor for respective type of task. Offloading computational intensive
task will free up memory space in the device which improves the device performance
but offloading latency sensitive task improves device performance with increased
latency. Decision making engine decide when to offload and where to offload task by
considering parameters such as user preference, type of network connectivity, type
of charging, complexity of task. Decision engine works with different algorithm for
the two types of tasks which increases the overall performance the device.

1 Introduction

In the modern world, number of mobile device increasing predominantly and also the need
for smart devices. The major drawback or threat to this devices are the finite amount
of resources allocated to them, in other words unexpansive capacity of device which is
explained by Buyya et al. (2019). To overcome this issue, Mobile cloud computing has
been introduced in resource constrained devices. The main key idea of Mobile cloud
computing is to offload identified tasks from mobile to cloud. Execution of this identified
tasks perform better in cloud than on local device which make space for some other
critical task that can only be executed in the local device. The most crucial part in this
process flow is decision making for offloading which is discussed by Noor et al. (2018),
it has to make accurate decision for offloading. The decision making framework lies
within mobile application which will decide which task can be offloaded and when it can
be offloaded. Many decision making framework has been introduced based on various
parameters which can able to handle only specific types of task such as computational
intensive task or latency sensitive task.

In this paper, we have formulated decision making engine in Android application
which will handle both delay sensitive task and computational intensive task. Proposed
framework will consider different decision factor for this two types of task. Tasks in
android application are replicated as microservices in AWS lambda functions and can
accessed through REST API calls through AWS API Gateway. AWS API gateway is
integrated with AWS lambda functions, so that it can be accessed through API calls.
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If the device parameters favours offloading, the decision making framework will offload
task to cloud. Offloaded task will be executed in the AWS lambda functions when the
decision engine request for offloading. The results shows offloading task to cloud improve
the performance of the device.

2 Related Work

2.1 Mobile Cloud Architecture

Mobile device has become a vital part in day-to-day activities which drastically changes
the human lifestyle. Mobile applications also increasing in count for the betterment
of humans daily activities. Complex mobile application enforced with deep learning
and machine learning will provide accurate results and perform better to fulfil the user
requirement. But the complex application require more computing power and energy
to interpret the results. So Mobile cloud computing has been introduced to offload the
complex task to powerful computing node.

Figure 1: Cloudlet Architecture by Abdo and Demerjian (2017)

Mobile cloud Architecture has two layers namely Physical Layer and Application
Layer. There is no standard architecture for Mobile cloud computing so far, stated
by Abdo and Demerjian (2017). But, widely accepted Physical layer architecture is
Cloudlet Architecture. The key idea of Cloudlet is to provide computing and storage
capabilities to nearby mobile devices by offloading mobile tasks. The powerful computing
node is connected to mobile devices with high speed communication channel to avoid
latency issues. Mobile devices will offload complex task to nearby computing node for
computation and get back the results. It helps the resource constrained device to save
energy and processing memory is discussed by Liu et al. (2015). In this paper, cloudlet
physical layer architecture is considered as it perform better than others.

Offloading techniques and decision making framework will fall under Application layer
architecture. Application layer mainly focuses on code partitioning and decision frame-
work. This application layer has to decide where to offload the task and when to offload
the task. In this paper, application layer has been enhanced with novel decision frame-
work which handle both latency sensitive and computational intensive tasks and code
will get offloaded to AWS lambda functions for cloud execution.
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2.2 Scenarios for offloading

Depends on various factors code will be offloaded from resource constrained devices to
rich computing node. The decision will be made based on the current device profile and
network connectivity. Offloading tasks to cloud is mainly due to deficiency in resources of
mobile devices and more energy consumption is analysed by Masip-Bruin et al. (2016).
Offloading computational intensive task to cloud will consume less energy in resource
constrained device is evaluated by Huang et al. (2017) which will increase the computa-
tion capabilities of mobile devices with minimum latency. For delay sensitive tasks, the
tasks will be offloaded to nearest node to keep minimum latency and it will fall under fog
computing.

Osanaiye et al. (2017) offload task from one computing node to another if it reaches
maximum computing capabilities and it can be achieved only in distributed computing
environment. It proves that this architecture is fault tolerant in which if one computing
node fails or refuses to accept request, same request will be executed in the nearby
computing node.

Another major drawback of resource constrained device is limited storage capabilities.
Elgazar et al. (2018) proposed a model to store frequently accessed data in local device
and rarely used data in cloud environment for future purposes which will free up memory
in resource constrained device. Some of the task will handle sensitive data such as health
data which cannot be send to public cloud without user concern due to security issues.
So user permission is required to offload task to cloud and it is explained by Aazam et al.
(2016)

2.3 Offloading framework

Offloading framework can be described as how the code offloaded to cloud. Many Of-
floading framework has been introduced with different decision factors. MAUI framework
which is invented by Cuervo et al. (2010) forms base framework for other evolved frame-
works. In the model, the code partition is done up to class level instead of cloning whole
application in cloud. The decision making algorithm resides inside the application will
decide whether the task can be executed locally or in cloud. All tasks in the mobile ap-
plication cannot be offloaded to cloud, some of them are depend on I/O device or sensors
of local device. It’s programmers responsibilities to identify tasks that can be independ-
ently executed in cloud. The author proved that offloading complex task in cloud reduce
energy consumption in local device.

CloneCloud by Chun et al. (2011) is the another offloading framework which reduces
the burden of programmers to change the source code for offloading compared to MAUI
framework. The author achieves thread level granularity in code partitioning. The static
code partitioning is done in offline and cloned in cloud server. The author claims the
proposed model is multithreading but the task which executes locally has to wait for
remotely executed threads to complete so it fails to comply with author claim and it
affects device performance.

ThinkAir by Kosta et al. (2012) is another popular framework in Mobile cloud com-
puting. The idea of ThinkAir framework is to annotate the offloadable task in the devel-
opment phase of application and offloading decision will be made during the execution of
task. The author achieves method-level granularity in code partitioning which is better
than CloneCloud as it did not create any wait time for cloud execution. The decision for
offloading is taken by execution controller which resides inside the application based on
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device current status and network connectivity and author showed better results in the
device performance.

Another framework is introduced by Kemp et al. (2010) for Android application and
author proved that execution in the cloud is energy efficient with better device overall
performance. Major drawback of this framework is platform dependent and it is restricted
only to Android application. Montella et al. (2017) offloading is quite straightforward
in which programmers should annotate offloadable task in the development phase itself.
During execution, if the annotated task called for offloading, control send to RAPID
compiler which resides inside the application. RAPID compiler will provide required
code for offloading and it comes under CPU computational offloading. For GPGPU
computational offloading, as the code were in native CUDA functions developer has to
call RAPID’s API to provide wrapper class for the functions further it will get offloaded
to cloud.

Benedetto et al. (2019) focused on the execution time alone rather than energy con-
sumption. The author used records for each task completion time in both local and cloud
environment. With the heuristics based algorithm, decision making engine approximates
the task execution time in local and cloud. Decision will be made to offload task if net-
work bandwidth is available with less execution time in cloud. With three different types
of mode in the application namely Optimistic mode, Concurrent mode and Cloud only
mode, user can prefer mode in their choice. Optimistic mode will execute all process in
local device and decision making framework wont try to offload any task. In concurrent
mode, decision making framework will check for time approximation and decide based
on less time for task execution. Cloud only mode will prefer always cloud if network
bandwidth is available.

2.4 Offloading techniques

Zhao et al. (2016) mainly focused on the network latency and energy consumption.The
author compared latency of fog node and cloud. The proposed model will calculate energy
consumption in cloud, fog and local device. Decision making algorithm will make decision
based on the energy consumption. On contrast, Fricker et al. (2016) discussed about the
task will get offloaded between nodes in distributed environment. The proposed model
will achieve load balancing by offloading tasks from crowded node to near by available
node and it become fault tolerant but this can be achieved in distributed environment.

Hasan et al. (2018) proposed the model is controlled by Java based application as
a controller which controls mobile devices and connected IOT devices. The tasks are
offloaded to Aura cloud which reduce the energy consumption upto 63% of resource con-
strained device. Pu et al. (2016) focuses on the reduced energy consumption in offloading
tasks from resource constrained devices. The model will run on different schemes for of-
floading they are Reciprocal, greedy and random schemes. Random scheme performs
better than other schemes with 30% of energy saving. In other hand, Meurisch et al.
(2017) focuses on performance of the device irrespective of the energy consumption. The
idea is to approximate the performance of the complex task by sampling two tasks in the
complex task. This model achieves 86% of accuracy in approximation. If the prediction
of performance better at cloud, task will get offloaded to cloud.

Zhang et al. (2016) achieves 18% less energy consumption if the task get offloaded
to cloud. This model neglected the latency sensitive tasks for offloading and concen-
trated only to computational intensive tasks. The results shows that there is no effect
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in performance even though there is network traffic for offloading. But Craciunescu
et al. (2015) concentrated on latency sensitive application and offloading task only for
time sensitive critical application with low latency. The author does not take power con-
sumption in evaluation metrices. This model will predict the fall of network upto 90% of
accuracy for decision making. Wang et al. (2016) compared fully offloaded application
and the application with partial offloading. The results shows fully offloaded application
consume 36% less energy compared to partially offloaded application.

2.5 Communication protocol

The RESTful API is a REST-based API designed for interaction between components.
RESTful API has the ability to handle different types of calls and can able to return
different data formats. Hong et al. (2018) compared RabbitMQ and RESTful API
performance for microservice execution. As the result, RESTful API performs better for
microservices execution with minimum latency in low network congestion. RabbitMQ
method performance is not get affected if there is high network traffic.

Figure 2: AWS Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM)

In this paper, AWS serverless application model is used for cloud execution. When
there is high network traffic, AWS will automatically handle the scaling and provide
better performance at user end. Each microservices will form lambda functions in AWS
and it is integrated with AWS API gateway. As the lambda function has only relationship
with particular API, it is more secure and it can be accessed through RESTful API calls.
In security perspective, AWS handles DDoS attack and all request to API is made via
HTTPS which enable encryption and secure connection in transit.

3 Methodology

Android application is developed with Android studio 3.6.3 IDE which is integrated with
Github for version control. The application is developed with AndroidX package with
Google vision library. For cloud environment, application are developed as microservices
which perfectly suits to AWS lambda functions with API Gateway or Google cloud func-
tions with Cloud endpoints. The implementation is done in AWS lambda functions with
API Gateway. Lambda functions are developed in NodeJS programming language and
configured with NodeJS 12.x as runtime environment and memory limit in AWS lambda
function set to maximum limit (3008MB) with 10 seconds timeout.

The Complexity of the task is calculated with Mc Cabes Cyclometric method. This
method will calculate the complexity of method by considering the loops and conditional
statement. By assigning appropriate score to each component in code and return integer
value as complexity count. If the complexity count is more than 20, it is considered as
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complex task if it is less than 20 will be considered as non-complex task Manukumar
and Vijayalakshmi (2019). Online tool 1 is used for complexity calculation. For evalu-
ation purpose, the android application is integrated with Firebase plugin to monitor the
application activity and device activity. To analyse performance of the device locally,
Android profiler as profiler tool in Android studio software. It will provide CPU activity
of the device for each task and it will generate graph which can be analysed for discussion
and conclusion.

4 Design Specification

In the proposed model, most widely accepted Cloudlet physical layer architecture is
used. As there is no standardised architecture for Mobile cloud computing, Cloudlet
architecture shows better results among others. In the Application layer architecture
changes has been made to handle both latency sensitive tasks and computational intensive
tasks.

Figure 3: Process flow diagram

Android application is developed in Java programming language with latency sensitive
task and computational intensive task for the evaluation of proposed approach. QR code
scanner as latency sensitive task and Image editing as computational intensive task. Both
task coupled in single android application.

In the proposed model, offloading technique falls under dynamic offloading which
means task will get offloaded during runtime. Offloadable task will be annotated by
developer in the development phase of application. As the decision making framework
resides inside the application, it consists of Device profiler, Network profiler and Task
profiler as separate activity and can be accessed by all other activity in the application.
Device profiler will provide device status and current battery parameters, at the same time
Network profiler will provide details about connection status and type of connection. Task
profiler will have pre-defined data as it does not change during runtime. Each method
in the task analysed offline for complexity index and stored in a Hashmap values. Task
profiler will return complexity index of the method along with the type of task when
requested by decision making engine.

1http://www.lizard.ws
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Algorithm 1 Decision making algorithm

Result: Returns True or False
get the TaskType; get the charging status; get the usedMemory; get the totalMemory;
get the complexity; get the batterylevel; get the threshold;

if Network connectivity then
if userPreference==hybrid then

if TaskType==delaySensitive then
if connectionType==wifi then

if isCharging==true then
if freeMemory greater than 50% ‖ complexity then

return true
else

return false
end

else
if batterylevel≤ threshold ‖ freeMemory greater than 50% ‖ complexity
then

return true
else

return false
end

end

else
return false

end

else
if isCharging==true then

if freeMemory greater than 50% ‖ complexity then
return true

else
return false

end

else
if batterylevel ≤ threshold ‖ freeMemory greater than 50% ‖ complexity
then

return true
else

return false
end

end

end

else
if userPreference==onlyCloud then

return true
else

return false
end

end

else
return false

end
7



Decision engine is a programming code in which with the given input along with the
user preference it will decide whether the task should be executed locally or in cloud.
Decision making engine works on two types of tasks

1. If the offloading task is latency-sensitive, it will check for network connection status
as Wifi from Network profiler. If it is not connected to Wifi, task will get executed
locally.

2. If the offloading task computational-intensive, it will request device current status
and complexity of offloading task from device profiler and network status from
network profiler.

When the task started, application will request decision making framework for of-
floading. Decision engine will check for network connection in first priority to avoid
unnecessary computation in the framework if connection is not established. Decision
engine will handle latency sensitive task and computation intensive task differently by
considering different decision factor for each type of task.

For latency sensitive task, when the device connected to network it will further check
for type of connection to which the device is connected. If the type of connection is wifi
it will further proceed to next computations for decision making. In other words, latency
sensitive task will not offloaded to cloud when the device is connected to Mobile data. For
computational intensive task, decision making engine will check for network connection
but not for type of connection, task may get offloaded even the connected to mobile data
for computational intensive task.

Device profiler will provide parameters such as memory info, battery status, charging
status while Network profiler will provide connection status and Task profiler will provide
details about nature of the task and complexity of the task. With the available parameters
decision engine will make decision for offloading. The battery threshold level set to 20%
and free memory threshold is set to 50%. In the proposed model, complexity greater
than 5 is considered as complex task due time frame restriction as developing complex
task will require more time and effort for evaluation. If the conditions satisfies with the
available parameters, the decision engine will offload task to cloud for further execution.

In the cloud side, AWS lambda functions are used which is integrated with AWS API
gateway. The code has been partitioned in statically for each task and developed as
lambda function. The proposed model achieves method-level granularity level in parti-
tioning. Both QRcode scanner and Image editing functionalities are replicated in AWS
lambda functions which are developed in NodeJS. These lambda functions are integrated
with AWS API gateway and can be accessed through RESTful API calls.

5 Implementation

5.1 Mobile environment

5.1.1 QR code scanner

QR code scanner is latency sensitive task in which QR code reader should return result
with low latency for better user experience. For local execution, google providing pre-
defined library for all basic mobile functionalities in Androidx package. Google play
services vision library is used for QR code scanner for local execution.
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Figure 4: Decision Making Engine

Once the QR code activity is started, it request Decision making engine whether the
task can be offloaded or not. In further, Decision engine will request Device profiler,
Network Profiler and Task profiler for the current status of the device and it will decide
accordingly and return the result to QR code activity.

If the result from decision is true, it will open the camera for image capture. The
captured image will be sent to AWS lambda functions for further execution through
RESTful API calls. If the result from decision engine is false, QR code activity will
initialise the google play services vision library and it start to detect QR code in camera.
In both cloud and local execution, the results will be available in display when the task
get completed.

5.1.2 Image Editing

Image editing is computational intensive task as it involves processing of image for each
pixels. For the captured picture, three processes are done as image editing. Contrast of
image increased by 20% , Brightness of image increased by 20% finally color of the image
is inverted.

When the Image editing activity started, it will open the camera. Once the image
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Figure 5: Android Mobile Application

is captured, it will request Decision making engine for offloading. In further decision
making engine will request Device profiler, Network profiler and Task profiler for the
current status of the device and it decides whether the task can be offloaded or not.

It returns the result to Image editing activity, if the result is true. it will convert
image to base64 string and send to AWS lambda function in RESTful API call. Lambda
function will execute the process return the result to mobile device. If the result is false,
Image editing activity will start to process the image and return the result.

5.1.3 Device profiler, Network profiler and Task profiler

Device profiler will provide current status of device parameters such as Total RAM
memory, Free RAM memory, Charging status, Type of charging, Battery level.In the
application development, Broadcast receiver is registered for battery status change and it
will broadcast to battery manager if there is any change in battery status. It will extract
the type of charging whether the device connected to USB charging or AC adaptor. With
the Activity Manager, device profiler will extract the memory info of the device when it
is requested by decision engine.

Network profiler will monitor the network connectivity status of the device. Con-
nectivity manager in android application will provide the connectivity status of the device
and type of connection whether the device connected to Wi-Fi network or Mobile data.
When the decision engine requested for Network info, Network profiler will return required
network parameters to decision engine.

The proposed model is using static code partitioning and so complexity of each method
is analysed offline using Java Cyclometeric method. Online tool 2 was used to calculate
the complexity of each method using Java cyclometeric method which returns whole
number as complexity index. In image editing, increasing brightness method and in-
creasing contrast method has resulted with high complexity index. This obtained values
for all methods in both activity were segregated and declared as HashMap values in Task
profiler.

2http://www.lizard.ws
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When decision engine requesting for complexity of task, Task profiler will provide
complexity index of the particular method along with the type. Decision engine will take
complexity index of the method in decision making process.

5.2 Cloud environment

AWS cloud provider has been choosed to offload the task from resource constrained
device. Each task in the mobile application is converted to microservices in the cloud.
AWS Serverless Application Model (AWS SAM) has been used for integration of cloud
and mobile application.

5.2.1 AWS lambda

AWS lambda is an implementation of FAAS (Function as a Service) by Amazon. In AWS
lambda function, virtual server configurations and environment are provided by Amazon.
But configurations and virtual server should be managed by developer in Amazon EC2
instances. Mobile application tasks are divided into microservices, so Lambda function
will suit for this requirement. Each lambda function will work independently and has
trust relationship only with integrated API gateway.

Each Lambda function has separate allocated RAM memory with timeout. 3008 MB
memory is allocated with 10 seconds timeout for each task. So that execution will be
faster with minimum failure. Compressed NodeJS application will act as lambda function
in AWS. Jimp library is used for image editing and image related functionalities. qrcode-
reader library is used for QR code scanning.

1. QR code Scanner

AWS lamba function will get request with JSON object in body. The JSON object
has the image as base64 string format and image is converted to Bitmap format
using Jimp library. The converted image is analysed with qrcode-scanner library
for the result. The result string value is converted to JSON object to send response
for the request.

Figure 6: QR code scanner - AWS lambda function log for cloud execution
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2. Image editing process

As like QR code scanner, Image editing lambda function will get request with JSON
object in body. Image received as base64 string format and it is converted to Bitmap
format using Jimp library. The image will be processed with increasing brightness
by 20% function, increasing contrast by 20% function and inverting color function.
And processed image is converted again to base64 string using Jimp library. The
processed image in base64 string is converted to JSON object and send back the
response for the request.

Figure 7: Image editing - AWS lambda function log for cloud execution

5.2.2 AWS API Gateway

AWS API gateway is integrated with lambda functions and it is configured with RESTful
API. By using lambda proxy integration, there is no need to rephrase the response from
lambda functions. CORS policy is enabled in API gateway. During pre-flight request
from mobile device expected headers should be downloaded from response. It is enabled
for security purpose.

Figure 8: QR code scanner - AWS API Gateway POST method
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Figure 9: Image editing - AWS API Gateway POST method

6 Evaluation

By offloading task to cloud, there is performance improvement in mobile device. Android
studio profiler has been used along with Firebase performance plugin in application for
evaluation. Experiments has been tested in ONEPLUS 5T with 8 GB RAM and 128GB
ROM. It has Octa-core Kryo processor.

6.1 Experiment 1 - QR code scanner - Local execution

Figure 10: QR code scanner - Local execution
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Android application is built using Android Studio IDE with Firebase plugin integra-
tion. In this induced scenario, with battery level 93% ,free RAM memory is 54.3% of 8.0
GB, Not charging status, Network connection as wifi. The decision has been taken to
execute task in local device with the above parameters.

From the result, maximum CPU usage calculated as 160% (multiple core CPU). The
User CPU usage is 120% which denotes CPU computing power used to execute application
code. At the same time System CPU usage is 40% which denotes CPU computing power
utilized for Android OS on behalf of application.

6.2 Experiment 2 - QR code scanner - Cloud execution

In this scenario, the battery percentage is 100%, free RAM memory is 30.43% of 8.0 GB,
Charging in USB, Network connection as wifi. With the given condition, the task will
get offloaded to cloud to get back the result.

Figure 11: QR code scanner - Cloud execution

From the result, total CPU usage is 109% which includes User CPU utilization 80%
and System CPU utilization 30% which is less than the locally executed task usage.

6.3 Experiment 3 - Image editing - Local execution

For image editing task, the battery level is set to 100% with charging status, free RAM
memory is 30.33% of 8.0 GB, without Network connection. With the above parameters,
the decision engine will decide to execute task locally.

From the figure 12, when the image editing executed locally, the CPU usage went
upto 290% which proves that the task is computational intensive. Device will consume
energy proportional to the usage of the CPU.
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Figure 12: Image editing - Local and Cloud execution

6.4 Experiment 4 Image editing - Cloud

For cloud execution of image processing, the battery level is set to 100% with charging
status, free RAM memory is 30.33% of 8.0 GB, Network connection as wifi. The decision
has made the decision to offload the task with above parameters.

From the figure 12, when the image editing is executed in cloud, the CPU usage can
be seen in graph which is less than 172% and it utilize low CPU usage when compared
to local execution.

6.5 Discussion

The proposed novel Decision making framework which handles both Latency sensitive
and Computational intensive task shows better results with improvement in device per-
formance. Jaskaniec (2019) formulated decision making framework for offloading generic
task and device performance is not evaluated with CPU activity but the proposed model
will consider different decision factor for each type of task and the task will get offloaded
to AWS Lambda functions for execution. Stable network bandwidth is needed for of-
floading Latency sensitive task and considering network connection type as a major part
in decision making for Latency sensitive task to avoid latency issues. While for com-
putational intensive task, any type of network connection will favours offloading. The
proposed decision making framework can be integrated to any existing application by
adding some java classes along with their original source code. On the cloud side, the de-
cision making framework not cloud provider dependent. Cloud provider can be changed
without changing the source code of application. The decision framework does not take
battery energy consumption metrics and network bandwidth strength. By incorporating
machine learning algorithm in decision making framework for accurate prediction for of-
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floading will be the future scope of this paper. As this paper proposed framework for
Android device, the research can be extended to iOS device in future work.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Many framework and offloading techniques has been proposed in mobile cloud computing
which focuses on different metrices. The offloading technique mostly focuses either on the
latency issues for latency-sensitive application or a strategy to reduce energy consumption
and computation overhead. But, the proposed approach will handle both latency sensitive
task and computation intensive task by considering different decision factor to achieve
better performance of local device. With reduced usage of CPU, it performs better than
other existing techniques by considering different decision factor and device context. The
Future work of the proposal will be in Network profiler. Network parameters such as signal
strength and bandwidth have to be considered for decision making with the implication
of machine learning algorithm. Thus, the decision making framework accuracy will get
increased if machine learning algorithm introduced.
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